Let C7 be a simple Lie group with AX TV an Iwasawa decomposition of C, and let M be the centralizer of A in. A". Suppose Kx is a fixed, closed, normal, analytic subgroup of K, and set P( Kx ) equal to the set of all parabolic subgroups P of G which contain MAN such that KXP = G and A', n P is normal in the reductive part of P. Suppose ir: G -» GL(V) is an irreducible representation of G. Then, if P(KX) * 0, we obtain necessary and sufficient conditions for VK\ the space of A",-fixed vectors, to be * (0). Moreover, reciprocity formulas are obtained which determine dim V '.
1. Introduction. Let G be a connected, real, simple, noncompact Lie group with finite center, and K a maximal compact subgroup. If g is the Lie algebra of G and f the Lie algebra of K, g has Cartan decomposition, g = f + p where p is orthogonal to f with respect to the Killing form. Fix o, a maximal abelian subalgebra of p, and set A = exp a. Let M be the centralizer of A in K and denote its Lie algebra by m.
If a* is the real dual space of a and X e a* ~ {0}, set gx= {Xe g: [HX] = XiH)X for all He a}, and call X a restricted root if gx ¥= (0). Denote the set of restricted roots by 20 and the set of points in a where no restricted root vanishes by a '. Yet a + be a connected component of a', and let 2 g be the set of restricted roots which are positive on q+.
Now 20 = 2¿ u (-2J), and if n = (qx: Xe 2J), ñ = <g_A: X e 2¿>, g = ft4-m + a + n.
If N = exp n, G = KAN is the Iwasawa decomposition of G. We assume throughout this paper that G is contained in a complex, simple, connected, simply connected Lie group Gc whose Lie algebras g c is the complexification of g. The restriction map yields a one-to-one correspondence between irreducible holomorphic representations of Gc and finite dimensional, complex, irreducible representations of G. Suppose now that 77: G -> GL(V) is a finite dimensional, complex, irreducible representation. A well-known result of Helgason [H2] states that dimK* = dimFWAi, with dimF* = 0 or 1, where for any subset U of G, Vu is the space of t/-fixed vectors. Moreover, Helgason also obtained a characterization of the representations 77 for which VK =t (0). Helgason's theorem was first extended (in a strict sense) by H. Schlichtkrull [S] .
Schlichtkrull considered groups G for which K has a one dimensional center. That is, groups G for which G/K is an irreducible Hermitian symmetric space. If Kx = [K, K] , the commutator subgroup of K, Schlichtkrull characterized the representations 77 for which VKl =£ (0), and showed that VKx =7 (0) if and only if vm,n + (0) where Kxc\M= Mx.
In a similar vein but in an apparently unrelated work [G] , S. Gelbart considered the group SO(n). Suppose [n/2] < q < n, and SO(q) is realized as a subgroup of SO(n) in standard form. Gelbart characterized the irreducible representations it: SO(n) -> GL(V) for which KSO(i) + (0), and by an "act of providence" obtained an interesting reciprocity formula showing that dimK50<i'> is in fact equal to the dimension of certain (depending on 77) irreducible representation of U(n -2q). In [G-K] , K. Gross and R. Kunze succeeded in obtaining a strong generalization of Gelbart's result. Using their concept of bitriangular system on complex groups, Gross and Kunze were able to establish results analogous to Gelbart's for all classical groups.
Our main goal here is to provide a unified treatment of these results. Rather than using the concept of bitriangular systems of Gross and Kunze, we shall use an approach which is somewhat more in keeping with the original approach of Helgason. In fact, Helgason's theorem will be a basic stepping stone toward our main result. Although our approach lacks some of the algebraic elegance of Gross and Kunze, our method does provides a certain completeness. We also trust that §3 will be of interest to persons studying real homogeneous varieties.
Suppose P is the set of all parabolic subgroups of G which contain MAN. If kx is an ideal in k, let Kx be the analytic subgroup of K with Lie algebra kx. Definition 1.1. Let P(KX) be the set of all P e P:
i. KXP = G; and,
ii. Kx Pi P = M, is normal in the reductive part of P. For P e P(KX) we call (KX,P) a reciprocity pair in G.
In § §5, 6 and 7, we shall see that if P(KX) is nonempty \P(KX)\ = 1 unless G = Spin0(/î, n) and Kx = Spin(w). In this case, |P(A^)| = 2.
Suppose Kx is taken as above and P(KX) is nonempty. For P e P(KX) suppose P has Langlands decomposition MAN. We now state our main result.
(SU(n,n),U(n)) and dim VK< * 0, dimF*> =mindim{F<*'n*)Á': Pe P(^)}.
Our proof of this theorem will proceed as follows. After first developing some algebraic machinery and recalling properties of roots in §2, we describe the group M in §3. In particular, we determine the number of components of M. In §4, we examine some results in Lie algebra cohomology which will be needed in §5. In § §5, 6 and 7 we classify all reciprocity pairs in G for different Kx. We obtain some results in §8 concerning representations of G which enable us to prove Theorem A in §9.
Finally, I would like to express my appreciation to Ray Kunze and Henrik Schlichtkrull for many useful discussions.
2. Algebraic preliminaries. If t is a Cartan subalgebra of m, t + a is a Cartan subalgebra of g, and tc 4-ac is a Cartan subalgebra of gc. Set h = J^ït + a, and let 2 c b* be the root system of gc with respect to h. For a g 2 let gCtt denote the corresponding root space. If r: h* -» a* is the restriction map, 20 = r(2)~ {0}.
Moreover r(a) = 0 if and only if gCa c mc. Set 2^= {«G2:r(a) = 0}, and define ifTt)' = {He fÄt: aiH) # 0 for all a e2m).
Fix (V-Tt)+ a connected component of (v'-Tt)', and let 2¿= {a e 200: a(H) > 0 for all He (fTt)+).
This allows us to define an ordering on 2 compatible with the ordering on 20 by setting 2 + ={«:K«)e20+}u2¿o.
This procedure yields |W^(m, t)| compatible orderings on 2 where W(m,t) is the Weyl group of m.
Let <ï> c 2+, 4>0 c 2q and 5>oo c 2^ be the respective simple root systems of 2, 20 and 2^. Recall that the Satake diagram of g is obtained from the Dynkin diagram of gc as follows:
1. Blacken a e 0 if a e (b^; and, 2. If a, ß e $ ~ $00, and r(a) = r(ß), join a to ß with a double headed arrow. (This can occur only when all roots of 2 are of equal length.) Recall that for Àe$0 there are at most 2 roots in $ whose image under r is X.
Suppose < , ) is the inner product on b * dual to the restriction of the Killing form on b, and for u, e h* let H be the element of b for which B(H¡¡, H) = fi(H) for all H G b. If L is the lattice generated by the set {2HX/(X, A): A e 20}, it is well known [L, p. 77] Observe that P(<$>) = G, P(%) = B = MAN, and if I c J, P(J) c P(I). Proof. If U is the group generated by M(I) n K and ^4, clearly U c Z(7). As r c ¿7, it suffices to show that U and Z( / ) have the same Lie algebra.
If Ax e gx c ¿(Z), Ä-.,+ 0A-xe m(/) nf c u. Recall [L, p. 38 ] that for any/3 e 2, Thus yx e M0.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Proof. Suppose y, e M0. As y, is in the center of M, y, is in the center of M0. Thus there is a Z e t such that y, = exp Z. Hence Z = £ icßHß.
As y, exp -Z = e (see [L, p. 77 In terms of the Satake diagram, a e R(<&), if a is not adjacent to a black dot and for no ß e $ is a joined to ß by a double headed arrow.
Corollary
1. Suppose I c $". 77îêt? P(I)/P0(I) = f"(3>, /), w/tere P0 (7) is the connected component of the identity of P(I), and r(*,/) = <y": o e/n *(*)>.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use This corollary is merely a restatement of Helgason's condition that:
(a) tt(x)v = 0 for all X e m; and,
From the Satake diagrams of real forms of complex groups we obtain Corollary 3. i. 7? (0) is empty if G is complex, SU*(2n), SU(p,q) (p < q),
ii. /?($>) = $ if G is split.
iii. For the remaining groups the following chart describes G and \R($>)\.
Remark. If G/K is a Hermitian symmetric space not of tube type, Schlichtkrull proved that M = M0 in [S] .
4. Some Lie algebra cohomology. Suppose U is closed subgroup of K, and P is a parabolic subgroup containing B such that:
1. u 4-p = g; and 2. u n p is an ideal in the reductive part of p. From these assumptions we have that there is an ideal I c f n p such that:
3. ufipffil = fnpas Lie algebras, and 4. it 4-I = f, u n I = (0).
To continue we recall some facts concerning Lie algebra cohomology. For ïrj a compact Lie algebra, let 7f*(ro) be the klh cohomology group with real coefficients and set dk = dim//*(ro). For t real, the Poincaré polynomial .P(ro,i) is given by the formula^( 10, 0= L dktk. r»0 It is well known that if w is of rank r, there are r integers nx < n2 < (4.1) *S n. p(to,t)= no + t2n'+i) License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
If Uj and u2 are subalgebras of ro and ro = ux + u2, from [O] , we have (4.4) 7>(ro, t)P(ux n u2,t) = P(ux,t)P(u2,t)
where P((0), t) = 1. Hence if f, u and I are as above, (4.5) P(f,/) = P(u,/)/>(!,r).
From our above equations we have the following. Proposition 4.1. If K is simple or abelian and U and P are as above U = K and P = B.
Lemma 4.2. Suppose tx and f2 are two nontrivial minimal ideals in Î and f = f ! ffi f 2. Let u, p, 1, f and g satisfy 1,2,3, and 4 above with u =7 f. 7/dimf! > dimf2, u = f, and 1 = t2. Moreover, ifdimkx > dimf2, u = fx.
Proof. Let Q¡: f -> ï, be the projection which is 0 on L if j ¥= i.
Assume first that dim 1 > dim u. From equations (4.1) to (4.5) and our assumptions on f, I and u contain no proper ideals. Thus Q¡ restricted to I or u is either 0 or an injection. As 2 dim I > dim f, dim I > dim f 2, and hence 02(0 = (0)-Thus 1 c f j. It follows that u = f 2 and 1 = f,. As I is an ideal in f, g1 = f', and hence I does not centralize any nonzero element of a. This contradicts our assumption that dim I > dim u.
As dim 1 ^ dim u it follows that Ö2(u) = (0), if dim f, > dim f 2 and hence I = f2 and thus u = ïx. Now by classification, dim f x = dimf2 if and only if f j = f 2. In this case, by taking projections, we see that u = [= f,.
From the classification of symmetric spaces [HI, p. 354] , f is the direct sum of at most 4 ideals. The only case where f is the direct sum of 4 ideals occurs when G = Spin0(4,4). The only cases where f is the direct sum of 3 minimal ideals occurs when G = SÍ/( p, q) (2 < p < q), or when G = Spin0(4, q) iq =7 1,4). Lemma 4.3. Let u, p, g, f and I satisfy conditions 1,2,3, and 4. If u is an ideal in t and f ! is a minimal ideal in f such that 2 dim îx > dim f, fj c u.
Proof. Let f = îx ffi f ' and suppose Qx: i -» ix is the projection which is 0 on f. Assume ïx <t u. Hence Qx(l) = îx, and so 1 contains an ideal lx isomorphic to îv As Q'(lx) = 0 we have that lx = îx. Hence f, c I and as gfl = fr' we have that 1 centralizes no element of a. This contradicts the definition of p.
Corollary.
Suppose g, f, u, p and Í satisfy the hypotheses of Lemma 4.3. If G = SU(p,q) withp < q, SU(q) c U. If G = SpinQ(p,q) with p < q 4= 4, Spin(^r) c U.
In the next three sections we shall classify all reciprocity pairs in G. To accomplish this, the following notation will prove useful. For a e 2q , set f" = fn(a"+ g_J= [x + 8x: xe gj.
If 7 c O0 let f (/) be the Lie algebra generated by {f a: a e <J>0 -7}, and let f M(I) be the Lie algebra generated by f(7) and m. Observe that f M(I) = f n m(7). Let g (7) be the Lie algebra generated by (g±Q: a e i>0 ~ I}, and gw (7) We conclude this section with the following: Lemma 4.5. Suppose (U, P) is a reciprocity pair in G, and Q', Q" e P with Q' c P c Q". Then neither (U, Q') nor (U, Q") is a reciprocity pair.
Proof. Now f n q' c f n p c f n q'. Assume (U, Q') is a reciprocity pair. Then f n q' = (u n q') © I' = (u n m) © I' ç u n m © I.
Hence dim I' < dim I, and so ï =£ u 4-I', which contradicts our assumption.
Assume now that (U, Q") is a reciprocity pair. Then fnp = unmffilcunmffil" = fn q".
Hence dim I < dim Í " and we must have u n I " # (0), which contradicts our assumption.
5. Classification of exceptional types. Throughout this section, we shall assume G is a simple group of exceptional type and K = Kx ■ K2 where Kx and K2 are simple analytic groups. (The notation K = Kx ■ K2 means that Kx n K2 is finite and f = f, ffi f 2. We call K the local direct product of Kx and K2.) From [H2, p. 354], G is one of five groups, and if we assume that dim Kx > dim K2, K2 = SU(2) in every case. In all cases Kx n K2 = Z2.
(A) If G is of type G2 and 7" is a parabolic subgroup, dimG/P > 5. As Kx = SU(2) the only reciprocity pair in G is (K, B). Sp (3) J6 (2) 517 (6) J7 (-5) Spin (12) li. If G is of type E6, fw{l,2} = su(3) c f, and again f{3,4} = su(2) <£ tx. Thus fj + f {3,4} = f. As tM{l) = §(u(3) ffi u(3)), f {1} + f, # f. As f M{2) = R ffi f{l,2}, f{2} + tx + I.
iii. If G is of type £7, fM{l,2} = sp(3) c f,, and so, as f {3,4} = su (2) <£ f,, f{3,4} 4-f^f.
As fM{l} = u(6), fW{1} + tl # f. As fM{2} = Rffiâp(3), tM{2} + ïx±ï-iv. If G is of type E%, fM{l,2} = f4 c lx, and hence f {3,4} = su (2) <t tx. Thus f,+f{3,4} = f. As fM{2} = r4ffiR, fM{2) + Í, * f. As fM{l} = e6 ffi R, Let T: K -> K2/Z2, be the projection with kernel Kx. As £: M{3,4} n £J -» K2/Z2, is a surjective homomorphism, £ is an isomorphism on the 50(3) factor of K n A/{3,4}. Thus in any case (Kx, £{3,4}) is a reciprocity pair in G.
Theorem 5.2. The only reciprocity pairs in G are (K, B) and (Kx, £{3,4}).
Remark. In every case, M{3,4} = SL(3, R) X Mx, where Mx = Kx n M.
6. Hermitian symmetric spaces. When G/K is a Hermitian symmetric space, K has a one dimensional center. Then Kx = [K, K], the commutator subgroup of K, is an analytic group with Lie algebra [f, f] . In this section, we determine all reciprocity pairs (Kx, £). After first recalling some of the fundamental structure of Hermitian symmetric spaces, we list, giving only references, results which are important to our considerations. The determination of the reciprocity pairs relies upon distinguishing between the tube type and the nontube type case.
If j is the center of f, there is a Z g 5 such that (ad Z)2 = -I, on p. Fixing /-T, let p ± be the ± \/^T-eigenspace of ad Z on pc. Then Case I. {v" jiVj ± Vk): 1 < i < /, 1 <7 < k < /}.
Case II: {ÎV,,V" î(Vy ± V*): 1 < / < /, 1 <;' < k < /}. i. G = Sp( p, q) (2 < p < q), and Kx = Sp(o); ii. G = SU(/7,ö) (2 < /; < a), and Ä", = SU(a) or i/(a); and iii. G = Spin0( 77, fl) (3 < p < a), and Kx = Spm(g). Rather than iii, it will be more convenient to consider iii'.
It is clear that the problem of finding all parabolic groups £ for which K ■ P = G and Kx n £ is normal in the reductive part of £ are equivalent for iii and iii'. In cases i, ii, and iii', G is the group of all matrices He i, where A is a p X p matrix, B is a p X q matrix, C is a q X p matrix and D is a q X q matrix with entries in the quatermions, complex numbers, or reals according as G is in case i, ii, or iii' where a. Yet Hr = (1,..., 1,0,..., 0) with r ones occurring. If G is in case i, ii, or in case iii with p < q, any maximal parabolic subgroup of G containing B is P(Hr) for some r < p. However, KxP(Hr) =7 G unless r = p. If G = SO(p, p) let Ep =
(1,..., 1, -1). Then any maximal parabolic group G containing B is equal to P(Hr) for r + p -1 or to P(Ep). By direct calculations we now obtain the following result.
Theorem 7.1. a. If G = Sp(p,q) with 2 < p < q and Kx = Sp(q), P(KX) = {P(H0)}-b. 7/G= SU(p,q)with 2 < p < q and Kx = SU(q) or U(q),P(Kx) = (P(Hp)}. c. 7/G = SU(p,p), andKx = SU(p),P(Kx)= 0. d. IfG = SU(p,p), andKx= U(p),P(Kx)= {P(Hp)). e. IfG = SO0(p,q)with 3 < p < q and Kx = SO(q),P(Kx)= [P(Hp)). f. If G = SO(p, p) and Kx = SO(p),P(Kx) = {P(Hp ),P(Ep)}.
Remark. If G = 50(4, q) and SO(q) e Kx e K, Kx = SU(2) X SO(q). In this case an elementary calculation shows that P(KX) = 0. Proof. If ?7A» is the contragredient representation of 77A, dimP^1 = diml^1. Let ( , ) be the G-invariant bilinear pairing on VA X KA*. After suppressing tta and 77A», fix u e Mx, w g VA,' and consider the function g -* (guvA, w). Now g = kman with k e Kx, m e M, a e Ä and n e Ñ. Also avA = Xa(û)^a for all a e Ä where Xa is a homomorphism of Ä into C ~ {0}. Then (guvA,w) = (kmanuvA,w) = Xh{a){kmum~l mvA,w) = X \{a){mvA,(mu-lm-l)k-lw) = xia)(mvA,w).
Hence, for all g e G, iuvA -vA,g~1w) = 0. As 77A» is irreducible uvA -vA = 0. IV. Suppose now that G is a Lorentz type group. It will be more convenient in these cases to consider Satake diagrams and take p for I as in §7.
i. For (G,KX) = (Sp(p,q),Sp(q)) with 2 < p < q, $ = {av...,ap+q) and G has Satake diagram either ) and dp = d > = min{cp,cp.}, A0 g D (M) . Moreover, A = A-A0={cp-dp)Xp+(cp, -dp)Xp, g D(MX).
9. Our main result. The purpose of this section is to give a proof of Theorem A. 1. Clearly, dimP^' = dimF^" = n for either 7. 2. Now A"C2" =V2X<_1 ffi V2\"-As ( Modifying the statements of Lemmas 9.2 and 9.4 it suffices to prove this equality for A = A,. However, as this is the standard representation, the equality is clear. Finally from the above example we now obtain the following result.
Proposition 9.9. Suppose (G, Kx) = (SU(n, n), U(n)), and A = I2p=-xxcJXj e D. Then VAK> * (0) if and only if p-i p E jcj" E {p-j)cp+i, 7=1 7=0 and in this case dimP/' = dimFAw, W(/) where £(7) g P(KX).
